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Getting the books In Sri Lanka Janasansadaya now is not type of inspiring means.
You could not only going next books accrual or library or borrowing from your
contacts to edit them. This is an enormously simple means to specifically acquire lead
by on-line. This online declaration In Sri Lanka Janasansadaya can be one of the
options to accompany you similar to having other time.
It will not waste your time. put up with me, the e-book will utterly tell you other
business to read. Just invest tiny times to gain access to this on-line pronouncement In
Sri Lanka Janasansadaya as skillfully as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Silence and Listening as Rhetorical Arts Mar 17 2021 In Silence and Listening as

Rhetorical Arts,editors Cheryl Glenn and Krista Ratcliffe bring together seventeen
essays by new and established scholars that demonstrate the value and importance of
silence and listening to the study and practice of rhetoric. Building on the editors’
groundbreaking research, which respects the power of the spoken word while
challenging the marginalized status of silence and listening, this volumemakes a strong
case for placing these overlooked concepts, and their intersections, at the forefront of
rhetorical arts within rhetoric and composition studies. Divided into three
parts—History, Theory and Criticism, and Praxes—this book reimagines traditional
histories and theories of rhetoric and incorporates contemporary interests, such as race,
gender, and cross-cultural concerns, into scholarly conversations about rhetorical
history, theory, criticism, and praxes. For the editors and the other contributors to this
volume, silence is not simply the absence of sound and listening is not a passive act.
When used strategically and with purpose—together and separately—silence and
listening are powerful rhetorical devices integral to effective communication. The
essays cover a wide range of subjects, including women rhetors from ancient Greece
and medieval and Renaissance Europe; African philosophy and African American
rhetoric; contemporary antiwar protests in the United States; activist conflict resolution
in Israel and Palestine; and feminist and second-language pedagogies. Taken together,

the essays in this volume advance the argument that silence and listening are as
important to rhetoric and composition studies as the more traditionally emphasized arts
of reading, writing, and speaking and are particularly effective for theorizing,
historicizing, analyzing, and teaching. An extremely valuable resource for instructors
and students in rhetoric, composition, and communication studies, Silence and
Listening as Rhetorical Arts will also have applications beyond academia, helping
individuals, cultural groups, and nations more productively discern and implement
appropriate actions when all parties agree to engage in rhetorical situations that include
not only respectful speaking, reading, and writing but also productive silence and
rhetorical listening.
The Torture of Tasneem Khalil Nov 12 2020
Militarizing Sri Lanka Aug 22 2021 Militarizing Sri Lanka is a study of the
militarization that has buttressed the war between the Sri Lankan state and the LTTE
for over two decades. It highlights militarization as a process through which the
ideology of militarism is shaped and shared in a manner that makes militant solutions
to conflict a part of institutional structures and ways of thought. It foregrounds
militarization as activity and agency, capable of adaptation and transforming society in
significant ways; and as a deeply gendered, contingent and shifting process. It also

analyzes both the construction and resistance to militarization and militarism, but in a
manner that draws attention to their relationality rather than as self-evidently
oppositional categories. Through case studies of military advertising, disabled soldiers,
children in the conflict zones, the LTTE female suicide bomber, censorship, the archive
and feminist work, Militarizing Sri Lanka also foregrounds the crucial role of popular
culture, memory and narrative in how attitudes to militarism, the war, and peace are
mediated. This book is a valuable resource for social and political scientists and
activists, and all those wanting an insight into militarization in the Sri Lankan context
from the late 1980s to 2006.
Politics Out of History Feb 02 2020
Ethics of the Legal Profession Jun 19 2021
Forensic Emergency Medicine Oct 12 2020 Updated for its Second Edition, this text
provides the information emergency departments need about the medicolegal aspects of
treating victims of violence, motor vehicle accidents, sexual assault, child abuse, elder
abuse, and intimate partner abuse. It offers detailed guidelines on interviewing and
examining the victim and collecting, preserving, and documenting evidence for legal
proceedings. The book includes a chapter by an attorney on expert testimony and a
chapter on forensic photography. A full-color photo insert illustrates injury patterns and

key evidence. This edition provides increased coverage of motor vehicle accidents,
DNA evidence, and new drugs of abuse.
Pragmatism as Transition Apr 05 2020 Pragmatism is America's best-known native
philosophy. It espouses a practical set of beliefs and principles that focus on the
improvement of our lives. Yet the split between classical and contemporary pragmatists
has divided the tradition against itself. Classical pragmatists, such as John Dewey and
William James, believed we should heed the lessons of experience. Neopragmatists,
including Richard Rorty, Hilary Putnam, and Jürgen Habermas, argue instead from the
perspective of a linguistic turn, which makes little use of the idea of experience. Can
these two camps be reconciled in a way that revitalizes a critical tradition? Colin
Koopman proposes a recovery of pragmatism by way of "transitionalist" themes of
temporality and historicity which flourish in the work of the early pragmatists and
continue in contemporary neopragmatist thought. "Life is in the transitions," James
once wrote, and, in following this assertion, Koopman reveals the continuities uniting
both phases of pragmatism. Koopman's framework also draws from other
contemporary theorists, including Michel Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu, Bernard Williams,
and Stanley Cavell. By reflecting these voices through the prism of transitionalism, a
new understanding of knowledge, ethics, politics, and critique takes root. Koopman

concludes with a call for integrating Dewey and Foucault into a model of inquiry he
calls genealogical pragmatism, a mutually informative critique that further joins the
analytic and continental schools.
Torture and Truth (Routledge Revivals) Dec 26 2021 First published in 1991, this
book — through the examination of ancient Greek literary, philosophical and legal
texts — analyses how the Athenian torture of slaves emerged from and reinforced the
concept of truth as something hidden in the human body. It discusses the tradition of
understanding truth as something that is generally concealed and the ideas of ‘secret
space’ in both the female body and the Greek temple. This philosophy and practice is
related to Greek views of the ‘Other’ (women and outsiders) and considers the role of
torture in distinguishing slave and free in ancient Athens. A wide range of perspectives
— from Plato to Sartre — are employed to examine the subject.
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) Report May 07 2020 The International Assessment of
Agricultural Knowledge, Science, and Technology for Development (IAASTD) looks
realistically at how we could effectively use agriculture/AKST to help us meet
development and sustainability goals. An unprecedented three-year collaborative effort,
the IAASTD involved more than 400 authors in 110 countries and cost more than $11
million. It reports on the advances and setbacks of the past fifty years and offers

options for the next fifty years. The results of the project are contained in seven reports:
a Global Report, five regional Sub-Global Assessments, and a Synthesis Report. The
Global Report gives the key findings of the Assessment, and the five Sub-Global
Assessments address regional challenges. The volumes present options for action. All
of the reports have been extensively peer-reviewed by governments and experts and all
have been approved by a panel of participating governments. The Sub-Global
Assessments all utilize a similar and consistent framework: examining and reporting on
the impacts of AKST on hunger, poverty, nutrition, human health, and
environmental/social sustainability. The five Sub-Global Assessments cover the
following regions: Central and West Asia and North Africa (CWANA) East and South
Asia and the Pacific (ESAP) Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) North America
and Europe (NAE) Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)
Boycott Theory and the Struggle for Palestine Apr 29 2022 Boycott Theory for
Palestine aims to advance academic boycott, divestment, and sanctions (BDS) by
presenting the fullest and most sophisticated justification for it yet given,
demonstrating how the boycott relates to current debates within contemporary political
and intellectual life.
Costing the Three Transformative Results May 19 2021 Costing the Three

Transformative Results focuses on new research to estimate the costs associated the
global effort led by UNFPA to: (a) end preventable maternal deaths, (b) end the unmet
need for family planning, and (c) end gender-based violence and all harmful practices,
including child marriage and female genital mutilation. This new analysis goes beyond
calculating costs; it also identifies the specific interventions needed to achieve these
three transformative results by 2030 – the deadline for achieving the Sustainable
Development Goals – including developing country investment cases and costing of the
work of UNFPA country programmes. This publication contains the methodologies and
resulting cost estimates towards the achievement of each result.
Stop the Killings in the Philippines Aug 10 2020
Tamil Language Rights in Sri Lanka Jun 27 2019
Freedom in the World 2019 Feb 25 2022 Freedom in the World, the Freedom House
flagship survey whose findings have been published annually since 1972, is the
standard-setting comparative assessment of global political rights and civil liberties.
The survey ratings and narrative reports on 195 countries and fifteen territories are used
by policymakers, the media, international corporations, civic activists, and human
rights defenders to monitor trends in democracy and track improvements and setbacks
in freedom worldwide. The Freedom in the World political rights and civil liberties

ratings are determined through a multi-layered process of research and evaluation by a
team of regional analysts and eminent scholars. The analysts used a broad range of
sources of information, including foreign and domestic news reports, academic studies,
nongovernmental organizations, think tanks, individual professional contacts, and visits
to the region, in conducting their research. The methodology of the survey is derived in
large measure from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and these standards
are applied to all countries and territories, irrespective of geographical location, ethnic
or religious composition, or level of economic development.
Media Guide of Sri Lanka Nov 24 2021 Directory that lists about 250 names and
addresses of media from all over Sri Lanka.
The Neurons of the First Optic Ganglion of the Bee (Apis mellifera) Feb 13 2021
The visual system of insects has attracted histologists for a long time. We have detailed
histological studies of the visual systems of Diptera, Hymenoptera and Odonata dating
from the last century: Leydig's (1864) study on optical ganglia of insects, Ciaccio's
(1876) on the fine structure of the first ganglion in the mosquitos and Hickson's (1885)
giving for the first time an exact description of the three optical ganglia of Musca.
From 1896 several papers appeared using neuro histological methods, mainly Golgi
techniques and methylene blue staining. In 1896 Kenyon published his work on the

bee-brain and in 1897 described the relationships of neurons in the optic ganglia with a
modified Golgi method. Another work, by Jonescu (1909), should be mentioned:
"Vergleichende Unter suchungen am Gehirn der Honigbiene". In the same year Cajal's
findings on the optic ganglia of the fly were published; then in 1915 Cajal and Sanchez
wrote a definitive monograph on the neural elements and their connections in the same
animal that remained the main reference in this field for decades. In both works Golgi
techniques were used. Since then there have been only a few new publications on the
subject: (Gribakin, 1967; Perrelet and Baumann, 1969 a, b; Perrelet, 1970; Varela and
Porter, 1969; Skrzipek and Skrzipek, 1971, 1973; Grundler, 1972: Snyder, Menzel and
Laughlin, 1973). They deal mainly with the receptors of the retina.
Hybrid Justice Jul 09 2020 A definitive scholarly treatment of the ECCC from legal
and political perspectives
Fundamental Rights in Sri Lanka Oct 24 2021
Disorder in Sri Lanka Mar 05 2020 Legal articles published earlier in Nidahas, Sri
Lankan newspaper.
International Labour Migration Dec 14 2020 There are almost 200 million migrants
in the world today. The majority of people leaving their home countries are migrating
for work and almost half of them are women. The contribution of these workers is

evident, yet many work in unacceptable conditions, denied access to social protection
and their labour rights With its mandate on all labour issues, the ILO has built up a
wealth of knowledge on migration for employment, in terms of both original research
and the rich experience of its Members - governments, employers and trade unions - in
dealing with migrant workers. Drawing on these unique resources, this book offers a
comprehensive and accessible overview of international labour migration and the ILO's
efforts to protect migrant workers through a rights-based approach This book gives
new insights into the factors that motivate people to seek work outside their country of
origin and the significant development effects on both origin and destination countries.
Exposing the often limited access of migrant workers to their fundamental rights at
work, the book describes in detail the international norms that have evolved to protect
migrant workers and ensure decent work for all. It reflects on existing and potential
international governance structures and addresses linkages between migration and
development. The book reviews the ILO's Multilateral Framework on Labour
Migration and discusses its role in improving policy-making and upgrading
international cooperation in the area of labour migration.
Traditional Justice and Reconciliation After Violent Conflict Aug 29 2019 This book
presents the findings of a major comparative study examining the role played by

traditional justice mechanisms in dealing with the legacy of violent conflict in Africa. It
focuses on case studies of five countries -- Rwanda, Mozambique, Uganda, Sierra
Leone and Burundi - that are used as the basis for outlining conclusions and options for
future policy development in the related areas of post-conflict reconstruction,
democracy building and development. "Traditional Justice & Reconciliation After
Violent Conflict" suggests that in some circumstances traditional mechanisms can
effectively complement conventional judicial systems and represent a real potential for
promoting justice, reconciliation and a culture of democracy. At the same time it
cautions against unrealistic expectations of traditional structures and offers a sober,
evidence-based assessment of both the strengths and the weaknesses of traditional
conflict management mechanisms within the broader framework of post-conflict social
reconstruction efforts. The book is intended to serve both as a general knowledge
resource and as a practitioner's guide for national bodies seeking to employ traditional
justice mechanisms, as well as external agencies aiming to support such processes.
"Targets of Both Sides" Jul 21 2021 Since separatist insurgents renewed regular attacks
in 2004 in Thailand's southern provinces of Pattani, Yala, and Narathiwat, students,
teachers, and schools have been caught up in violence by both the insurgents and
government security forces. The insurgents, who view the educational system as a

symbol of Thai Buddhist state oppression, have burned and bombed government
schools, harassed and killed teachers, and spread terror among students and their
parents. The vast majority of teachers killed have been ethnic Thai Buddhists, and their
deaths are often intended as a warning to others. Yet Muslim teachers have not been
spared; insurgents have also targeted Muslim teachers at government schools, and
Islamic school administrators who resist insurgents' efforts to use classrooms for
indoctrination and recruiting. In some areas, insurgents have also pressured Malay
Muslim families not to send children to government schools. The government faces the
challenge of protecting children and teachers. Yet in some villages, government
security forces have set up long-term military and paramilitary camps or bases in
school buildings and on school grounds, interfering with education and student life and
potentially attracting attacks as much as deterring them. When security forces have
suspected that insurgents are using Islamic schools to hide or shelter, or that insurgents
are seeking to indoctrinate school students into their separatist ideology and recruit new
supporters and fighters, the government's response has included raids on schools,
involving mass arbitrary arrests of students. Some raids have turned violent,
endangering students and teachers. Such heavy-handed tactics may succeed in only
further alienating the Muslim Malay community from the government. The result is

that students, teachers, and schools are caught in the untenable position of facing a risk
of violence from both insurgents and government security forces. Violations by both
sides in the conflict disrupt access to a quality education for hundreds of thousands of
children in the southern border provinces, Thai Buddhist and Malay Muslim alike.
Truth Commissions Oct 04 2022 Onur Bakiner evaluates the success of truth
commissions in promoting political, judicial, and social change. He argues that even
when commissions produce modest change as a result of political constraints, they
open new avenues for human rights activism and transform public discourses on
memory, truth, justice, and reconciliation.
Violence, Torture and Memory in Sri Lanka Dec 02 2019 Drawing on original
ethnographic field-research conducted primarily with former guerrilla insurgents in
southern and central Sri Lanka, this book analyses the memories and narratives of
people who have perpetrated political violence. It explores how violence is negotiated
and lived with in the aftermath, and its implications for the self and social relationships
from the perspectives of those who have inflicted it. The book sheds ethnographic light
on a largely overlooked and little-understood conflict that took place within the
majority Sinhala community in the late 1980s, known locally as the Terror
(Bheeshanaya). It illuminates the ways in which the ethical charge carried by violence

seeps into the fabric of life in the aftermath, and discusses that for those who have
perpetrated violence, the mediation of its memory is ethically tendentious and steeped
in the moral, carrying important implications for notions of the self and for the
negotiation of sociality in the present. Providing an important understanding of the
motivations, meanings, and consequences of violence, the book is of interest to
students and scholars of South Asia, Political Science, Trauma Studies and War
Studies.
The Human Rights Watch Global Report on Women's Human Rights Apr 17 2021
Drawing on data from the Human Rights Watch Women's Rights Project since 1990,
this work documents the pervasiveness of gender-based abuses that nations sponsor
and/or tolerate. It also shows how governments and human rights organizations must
address sex discrimination and violence against women.
Trauma and Healing Under State Terrorism Jun 07 2020 At the eleventh hour
The Socio-Political Practice of Human Rights Sep 03 2022 This book examines
discourses of rights and practices of resistance in post-conflict societies, exploring the
interaction between the international human rights framework and different actors
seeking political and social change. Presenting detailed new case studies from Sierra
Leone, Sri Lanka and Kosovo, it reveals the necessity of social scientific interventions

in the field of human rights. The author shows how a shift away from the realm of
normative political or legal theory towards a more sociological analysis promises a
better understanding of both the limits of current human rights approaches and possible
sites of potential. Considering the diverse ways in which human rights are enacted and
mobilised, The Socio-Political Practice of Human Rights engages with major sites of
tension and debate, examining the question of whether human rights are universal or
culturally relative; their relationship to forms of economic and political domination; the
role of law as a mechanism for social change and the ways in which the language of
human rights facilitates or closes sites of radical resistance. By situating these debates
in specific contexts, this book concludes by proposing new ways of theorizing human
rights. Empirically grounded and offering an alternate framework for understanding the
fluid and ambiguous operation of power within the theory and practice of human rights,
this volume will appeal to scholars of sociology, law and politics with interests in
gender, resistance, international law, human rights and socio-legal discourse.
Silence Jan 15 2021
On Torture Sep 22 2021 They reveal the parallels between the institutionalization of
torture within nations and the glorification of war and violence in artistic endeavors
throughout the ages and explain how internalizing and accepting torture usurps

individual freedom and subverts humanity.
Pride and Pain in Difficult Times Mar 29 2022 This extraordinary collection of poems
by global human rights activist Basil Fernando bears witness to one of the most
harrowing clashes in South Asian history, Sri Lanka's decades-long civil war.
Das Schweizer Buch May 31 2022
Peirce’s Theory of Abduction Jan 03 2020 This monograph attempts to clarify one
significant but much neglected aspect of Peirce's contribution to the philosophy of
science. It was written in 1963 as my M. A. thesis at the Uni versity of Illinois. Since
the topic is still neglected it is hoped that its pUblication will be of use to Peirce
scholars. I should like to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. Max Fisch who
broached this topic to me and who advised me con tinuously through its development,
assisting generously with his own insights and unpublished Peirce manuscripts.
TABLE OF CONTENTS INTRODUCTION 1. A Current Issue in the Philosophy of
Science 1 2. Peirce and His Theory of Abduction 5 3. The General Character of
Abduction 7 PART I: THE EARLY THEORY 1. Peirce's Earliest Conception of
Inference 11 2. Three Kinds of Inference and Three Figures of Syllogism 13 3.
Ampliative Inference and Cognition 17 4. Induction and Hypothesis 20 5. The Method
of Methods 23 PART II: THE LATER THEORY 1. The Transitional Period 28 2.

Three Stages of Inquiry 31 3. Abduction and Guessing Instinct 35 4. Logic as a
Normative Science 38 5. Hypothesis Construction and Selection 41 6. Abduction and
Pragmatism 44 7. Economy of Research 47 8. Justification of Abduction 51
CONCLUSION 55 61 BIBLIOGRAPHY INTRODUCTION 1.
Conversations in a Failing State Jan 27 2022 Political and social conditions of Sri
Lanka; observations of a journalist.
Localizing Transitional Justice Sep 30 2019 Through war crimes prosecutions, truth
commissions, purges of perpetrators, reparations, and memorials, transitional justice
practices work under the assumptions that truth telling leads to reconciliation,
prosecutions bring closure, and justice prevents the recurrence of violence. But when
local responses to transitional justice destabilize these assumptions, the result can be a
troubling disconnection between international norms and survivors' priorities.
Localizing Transitional Justice traces how ordinary people respond to—and sometimes
transform—transitional justice mechanisms, laying a foundation for more locally
responsive approaches to social reconstruction after mass violence and egregious
human rights violations. Recasting understandings of culture and locality prevalent in
international justice, this vital book explores the complex, unpredictable, and unequal
encounter among international legal norms, transitional justice mechanisms, national

agendas, and local priorities and practices.
Routledge Handbook of Human Rights in Asia Oct 31 2019 The Routledge Handbook
of Human Rights in Asia provides a rich study of human rights challenges facing some
of the most vulnerable people in Asia. While formal accession to core international
human rights instruments is commonplace across the region, the realisation of human
rights for many remains elusive as development pressure, violent conflict, limited
political will and discrimination maintain human rights volatility. This Handbook
explores the underlying causes of human rights abuse in a range of contexts, considers
lessons learnt from global, regional and domestic initiatives and provides
recommendations and justifications for reform. Comprising 23 chapters, it examines
the strengths and weaknesses of human rights institutions in Asia and covers issues
such as: Participation, marginalisation, detention and exclusion Private sector
responsibility and security Conflict and post-conflict rehabilitation Trafficking,
displacement and citizenship Ageing populations, identity and sexuality. Drawing
together a remarkable collection of leading and emerging scholars, advisers and
practitioners, this Handbook is essential reading for students, scholars, policy makers
and advocates of human rights in Asia and the world.
A Time for Critique Aug 02 2022 In a world of political upheaval, rising inequality,

catastrophic climate change, and widespread doubt of even the most authoritative
sources of information, is there a place for critique? This book calls for a systematic
reappraisal of critical thinking—its assumptions, its practices, its genealogy, its
predicament—following the principle that critique can only start with self-critique. In
A Time for Critique, Didier Fassin, Bernard E. Harcourt, and a group of eminent
political theorists, anthropologists, sociologists, philosophers, and literary and legal
scholars reflect on the multiplying contexts and forms of critical discourse and on the
social actors and social movements engaged in them. How can one maintain sufficient
distance from the eventful present without doing it an injustice? How can one address
contemporary issues without repudiating the intellectual legacies of the past? How can
one avoid the disconnection between theory and action? How can critique be both
public and collective? These provocative questions are addressed by revisiting the
works of Foucault and Arendt, Said and Césaire, Benjamin and Du Bois, but they are
also given substance through on-the-ground case studies that treat subaltern criticism in
Palestine, emancipatory mobilizations in Syria, the antitorture campaigns of Sri Lankan
activists, and the abolitionism of the African American critical resistance and
undercommons movements in the United States. Examining lucidly the present
challenges of critique, A Time for Critique shows how its theoretical reassessment and

its emerging forms can illuminate the imaginative modalities to rejuvenate critical
praxis.
Narrative Exposure Therapy Jul 29 2019 New edition of the Narrative Exposure
Therapy manual, an effective, short-term, culturally universal intervention for trauma
victims - including the latest insights and new treatments for dissociation and social
pain. Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET) is a successful and culturally universal
intervention for the treatment of survivors of multiple and severe traumatic events, such
as organized violence, torture, war, rape, and childhood abuse. Field tests in contexts of
ongoing adversity and disaster areas, as well as controlled trials in various countries,
have shown that three to six sessions can be sufficient to provide considerable relief.
The new edition of the clearly structured and easy-to-follow NET manual now includes
the latest insights and new treatments for dissociation and social pain. The first part of
the book describes the theoretical background. The second part shows how to use the
NET approach step by step, with practical advice and tools, including how to deal with
special issues (such as dealing with challenging moments, defense mechanisms for the
therapist, and ethical issues). Appendices include an informed consent form, checklists
for the therapist, and FAQs.
History of Forensic Medicine Sep 10 2020 Forensic Medicine is an old medical

discipline defined as “that science, which teaches the application of every branch of
medical knowledge to the purpose of the law” (Alfred Swaine Taylor). Forensic
Medicine deals with medical evidence not only in practice but also in research and
furthermore all legal essentials in health care especially for doctors are part of teaching,
training and research. Several steps in the development of Forensic Medicine can be
distinguished: At first the use of medical knowledge for legal and public
purposes.Secondly the compulsory medical testimony for the guidance of
judges.Thirdly the professionalization as an own academic discipline. The development
and existence of a speciality of Forensic Medicine depends essentially on two factors:
on a sufficiently high development of the law and on a sufficiently high development
of medicine. The period of professionalization of Forensic Medicine as an own
academic discipline started in the 19th century, especially in Paris, Vienna, London,
Edinburgh, Berlin. Since than the world has changed dramatically and we are now
witnesses of a rapid, deep-rooted social cultural, legal and technological transformation. Already 40 years ago Professor Bernhard Knight wrote in a survey on legal
medicine in Europe: “In all aspects of life, the exchange of information on an international level can do nothing but good and legal medicine is no exception.” This book
on the History of Forensic Medicine is an approach in this direction. Forensic Medicine

has a long and rich tradition since medical expertise has to face legal questions and new
questions and developments raised by the society. The aim of this book is to address
the state of Forensic Medicine in different countries worldwide. With contributions
from Europe, China, Japan, the United States and the United Arabic Emirates.
State Violence in Sri Lanka Nov 05 2022
Aliran Monthly Jul 01 2022
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